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Key Q1 2015 Conclusions

Integra Realty Resources – Miami/Palm Beach (IRR Miami) is pleased to present our latest research and
findings on the state of the Residential Real Estate Market within the Miami Downtown Development
Authority’s (Miami DDA) market area, defined as the Greater Downtown Miami Market. 

This 2015 Annual Report is a continuation of our prior studies. 

By The Numbers:

•  The number of units under construction increased by 14% (6,019 vs 4,458) from the prior annual report.

•  The resale condo market average pricing increased 16% from 2013 to 2014, down from previous
increases of 27% (2012) and 22% (2013). 

•  The spread between new product pre-sale pricing and resale pricing continues to approximate a 
35% premium similar to prior quarters. 

•  Millicento (382 units) was delivered to the market bringing the total number of delivered units to over
1,000 in this cycle.

•  Rental rates for condo units continue to increase with the average gross lease price per month nearing
$3,000 and the current asking rate almost $3,300 per month. 

•  The average rental rate ($/SF) per month is nearing $3.00/SF in Brickell, Arts & Entertainment and
Midtown bringing rental rates on par with other luxury markets in the county.

•  There are almost 2,600 conventional rental units under construction; however, less than 1,000 of them
will be delivered in 2015, providing some limited rental rate relief to the market.

Millicento
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Inference & Observations:

•  The pre-sale absorption of units has slowed as South American and European investors have less buying
power than in earlier stages of this cycle due to increases in the U.S. Dollar vs. South American and
European (Euro) currencies. 

•  Condo projects located in secondary locations have not realized as strong of interest from investors and
while local buyers have shown more interest, the requirement of 50% deposits is a big barrier to the
domestic buyer.

•  A large number of existing renters are reporting continued rental increase requests from individual condo
owner landlords and are considering alternative rental markets due to pricing.

•  Land pricing continues to increase with a number of transactions taking place along Biscayne Boulevard in
Edgewater and within the Wynwood submarket. 

•  The Chinese currency is the only participating external economy that has achieved an increase in buying
power as a result of an increase in the Yuan vs. the U.S. Dollar.

•  There have been early market indications that the Chinese are set to become a much larger player in the
South Florida real estate market as several business groups and public organizations have made efforts to
increase their exposure to Chinese buyers. 

•  Construction costs continue to rise at unsustainable levels as the demand for tradesmen and skilled workers
in South Florida far outpaces the supply. The continued rise in construction costs is the biggest factor in
determining whether currently selling and proposed projects will move forward within the next 6-12 months. 

In our prior annual report, we framed the question: “When will there not be enough buyers for the number of
units available on the market, which might lead to a downturn in pricing?” The answer is that we are beginning
to see the tempering of annual price appreciation in the resale condo market and we are also beginning to see
signs of a slower absorption of presale units. 

In early 2014, when 4,500 +/- units were pre-sold and under construction, IRR-Miami concluded the market
could support an additional 1,000-1,500 units in the construction pipeline. As of this writing, we stand at 6,019
units under construction, with another 2,070 units in the contracting phase. We have reached the point where
supply is meeting normalized demand.

Key Q1 2015 Conclusions



These market signals are early indications that Downtown Miami may be entering a more stabilized and
extended housing cycle than previously experienced in prior boom / bust cycles. A significant number

of projects were accepted by the market and sold extremely well at lower price points. These projects
reached the critical threshold in sales and have commenced construction.

There are several projects that launched sales in 4Q 2014 and are achieving strong pre-sales with a high
likeliness of reaching the critical sales threshold by the middle of 2015. The biggest obstacle to
commencing construction for projects that are currently selling well is the significant increases in
construction pricing. Developers are reporting unsustainable increases in construction development costs.
Margins may become too thin to move forward, even with strong sales at contracted pricing that
previously would have indicated a “go” from the developer’s perspective. 

We will most likely see the first “shelved” condo project of this cycle within the next six months. This is
actually a sign of a healthy market as the market is determining the success of each project in the pre-sale
phase rather than having a highly leveraged product completed and delivered to market substantially
unsold. Significant levels of unsold inventory delivered to market typically force distressed pricing.
Shelving the development plans before construction commences is not failure, it is prudent. 

The projects located in secondary locations are most at risk of not achieving the required pre-sales to start
construction. We are seeing the currency exchange rate trends have an adverse effect on the Downtown
Miami condo market as well. As the U.S. Dollar has advanced against every South American currency over
the past 3 years, the buying power for the South American investors has greatly diminished. 

The Downtown Miami market is beginning to realize early traction with Asian buyers. The “Capital at
Brickell” site was recently acquired by a Chinese investment group and several developers report increased
traffic from interested Chinese investors. The Miami DDA is leading an outreach program of several public
interest groups to facilitate business, communications and travel opportunities with the Asian market. 
It is possible that the Chinese investor could replace a portion of the South American investor market. 
In addition, the Northeast U.S. buyer has started to show increased interest in several projects in the
Downtown Miami market. If the U.S. economy and financial markets can continue an upward trend, the
Northeast U.S. buyer could also potentially fill the gap left by some of the South American buyers. 
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Key Q1 2015 Conclusions



This report is intended to provide insight into the measurable metrics of the Greater Downtown housing
market, and to provide some common sense order of magnitude of the current residential market

activities. It is meant to inform the public, and to provide researched context for planning and discussing
the future of downtown. 

IRR Miami’s research suggests that we are in the middle/stabilization stage of the residential downtown
development market cycle. Our review of the prior cycle absorption, pricing, and core demand (reflected by
historical absorption of units) indicates that the projects that have reached the construction phase will most
likely be completed. Projects that are in the early to middle stages of the sales process are most at risk as
construction costs continue to increase the same time the buyer pool is showing signs of slowing. 

We trust the report addresses the fast-moving pace of development in the market, and provides relevant
context for an understanding of the changing face of the Greater Downtown residential market.

Respectfully,

Integra Realty Resources (IRR) – Miami/Palm Beach

Anthony M. Graziano, MAI, CRE, FRICS
Senior Managing Director

Ryan T. Homan, MAI
Director

Charles E. Badell, MAI
Director

Charleton Smith
Market Research Analyst
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The map opposite
illustrates the
boundaries of the
Miami DDA, as well
as each submarket
within the Miami
DDA market.

Greater Downtown Miami Market Submarket Map



The following chart summarizes the current condo activity within the entire Greater Downtown Miami
Market area, including the number of units, submarket location of the units within the Greater

Downtown Miami Market and in which phase of development the units are currently in. The chart illustrates
the different stages of the condo development process, including Proposed, Reservations, Contracts, Under
Construction and Complete.

These classifications are significant because they provide a framework for how projects move through the
development cycle, and the timeframes to bring a major project to market. 

Figure 1

Current Greater Downtown Miami Condo Pipeline – Q1 2015

Submarket                                     Complete           Under Construction         Contracts           Reservations           Proposed             Totals

A & E                                               0                              83                             0                        513                    1,705              2,301

Brickell                                          948                         3,983                        549                     130                    4,459             10,069

CBD                                                 0                             352                           0                        625                    5,813              6,790

Edgewater                                     96                          1,590                      1,121                    330                     566                3,703

Midtown                                         0                               0                            400                       0                          0                    400

Wynwood                                       0                              11                             0                          0                          0                     11

TOTAL                                          1,044                        6,019                      2,070                  1,598                 12,543            23,274

There have now been four (4) projects completed since 2008:

•  23 Biscayne (96 Units-2012)

•  My Brickell (192 Units-2014)

•  Brickell House (374 Units-2014)

•  Millicento (382 Units-TCO January 2015)
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Greater Downtown Miami Condo Pipeline

Brickell House

IRR Miami had
previously described
all proposed units 
as “conceptual”
within prior-issued
reports. For market
consistency purposes,
we will refer to all
units that have been
announced, are
currently approved 
as a MUSP or are
currently being
planned by a
recognized developer
as “proposed” within
our analysis. 
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There are 6,019 units under construction, which has climbed to approximately 28% of the inventory
created between 2003-2008. This inventory is reportedly 80-95% pre-sold with committed buyers

contracted to close on these units upon completion in 2016-2018. Approximately 2,300 +/- units have
broken ground since our 2Q 2014 report after accounting for the delivery of Brickell House and Millicento. 

There are 2,070 units in “contracts”, meaning they are converting reservations into hard contracts with
condominium docs being completed and filed. These projects will move into the “under construction”
pipeline once sufficient contracts are committed and all approvals are granted.

There are 1,598 units in “reservations” that are taking reservations with initial deposits in some form of
pre-sale phase, but not fully committed to a construction or final planning deadline. This number has
decreased by 1,000 +/- units from 2Q 2014 as projects have moved to either the Contracts or Under
Construction phases.

While these figures tend to change weekly, the “reservations” and “contracts” inventory will comprise
the sales which occur in 2015-2016, with closings not anticipated until late 2017 or 2018, assuming a
typical 30 +/--month construction timeframe. We anticipate the delivery of most projects to be delayed as
construction managers continue to struggle with sourcing qualified trade workers and maintaining
construction schedules in the face of fierce wage and trade competition. 

The 12,500 +/- units in the proposed phase include a substantial, but decreasing, number of units that are
from previous MUSP’s issued in the previous cycle, several large-scale projects that will be extended over
a longer timeframe and initial announcements of projects from developers with plans to gauge interest
for potential future development . It should be noted that while a significant number of the 12,500 +/-
proposed units will not be built within the next 2-3 years, there are several prime land sites that are
currently being marketed for sale and will likely commence construction of units in the next 2-3 years that
are not included within the proposed unit count. 

Greater Downtown Miami Condo Pipeline
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The entire Greater Downtown Miami Market is currently being expanded by almost 9,687 +/- units, or
27% of the current market size. The current growth estimate is based on all units under construction, in

contract and reservations phases; therefore, it is likely that not all of the units in reservations and contracts
will continue on to the under construction phase during this cycle. The long-term potential growth of the
entire market has risen to 34%, which includes only the proposed units in the pipeline with the current
growth included into the existing inventory. 

The Midtown and Edgewater submarkets are experiencing the greatest current growth (%) in market size
with Midtown expected to grow by 41% and Edgewater by an increasing 73%. Midtown remains the
second least developed submarket in terms of density; however, as Wynwood and the Design District
continue to have success with limited potential for residential development, Midtown should capture a
significant amount of new residential development opportunities due to its location, access and availability
of vacant land. 

The Edgewater submarket does not include a significant amount of inventory as this is a redeveloping area
in the early stages of its modern life and dense population. The Brickell submarket is still growing rapidly at
22% and will most likely see most of its future growth produced from several larger sites with significant
density potential. Brickell and Edgewater remain the most active submarkets for development with 4,662 +/-
and 3,100 +/- units respectively, either selling or under construction. 

While the Brickell and Edgewater submarkets remain the two most active submarkets, Wynwood has
emerged as the submarket with the most potential for a significant % increase in residential development.
While no significant condo projects have been announced, anticipated zoning changes within the
Wynwood BID (Business Improvement District) and a significant number of land acquisitions make the
submarket a candidate for explosive future residential development, albeit at a much lower density than
other Downtown Miami submarkets. 

The CBD and Arts and Entertainment submarkets maintain significant long-term growth opportunities due
to the substantial amount of undeveloped land, although this is shrinking as more sites are acquired and
potential plans are announced. The Midtown submarket includes a significant level of vacant land that is
currently being marketed for sale. We anticipate a number of residential projects to be announced as the
available sites are traded and planning of projects occurs over the next several years. 

Greater Downtown Miami Market Sizing



Figure 2

Creater Downtown Miami Condo Market Size – Q1 2015

Submarket               Total Potential         Current Market               Current                           %                     Potential Long             % Growth

                                        Pipeline                         Size                         Growth                      Growth                 Term Growth               Longterm

A & E                           2,301                      4,052                        596                         15%                       1,705                       42%

Brickell                         9,121                     20,791                     4,662                       22%                       4,459                       21%

CBD                              6,790                      6,288                        977                         16%                       5,813                       92%

Edgewater                  3,607                      4,148                      3,041                       73%                         566                         14%

Midtown                       400                         978                         400                         41%                           0                            0%

Wynwood                      11                          100                          11                          11%                           0                            0%

TOTAL                         22,230                    36,357                     9,687                       27%                      12,543                      34%

* Current Growth is all Under Construction, Contracts and Reservations
** Long-Term Growth is the Remaining Conceptual Net of Current Growth
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Greater Downtown Miami Market Sizing

The following chart
illustrates the current
size, growth and
potential long-term
growth of the entire
Greater Downtown
Miami Market, as well
as each submarket. 



The Greater Downtown Miami Market experienced an increase in inventory of over 22,000 units 
during the last condo cycle. The following chart illustrates the historical increase in inventory based 

on the delivery of construction. The delivery of these units will generally lag sales by 24-36 months. 

Figure 3

Greater Downtown Miami Historical Condo Development (2001-2011)
Year Built                               Number of Units Delivered                                   Cumulative Absorption 

2001                                                    198                                                                    

2002                                                      0                                                                   198

2003                                                    183                                                                 381

2004                                                  2,272                                                              2,653

2005                                                  1,951                                                              4,604

2006                                                  2,215                                                              6,819

2007                                                  4,500                                                             11,319

2008                                                 10,111                                                            21,430

2009                                                    306                                                              21,736

2010                                                    530                                                              22,266

2011                                                    346                                                              22,612

2012                                                     96                                                                22,708

2013                                                      0                                                                 22,708

2014                                                    566                                                              23,274

2015                                                    382                                                              23,656

                                                          Total/Average Absorption:                       23,656

                                                                                                                                     

                                                           11 Year Cycle (2001-2011):                        2,056

                                                            4 Year Cycle (2009-2012):                        4,250

                  IRR Miami Estimated Typical Annual Demand +/-                        2,000
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The Greater Downtown Miami Market
Condo Delivery and Absorption of Units (2001-2012)



Based on the prior delivery of units, the average unit absorption through the end of 2011 was 2,056 units
per year (straight-line). IRR concludes to normalized absorption of 2,000 units per year. With 6,000 units

under construction and presold over the past 3 years, we are reaching the point of equilibrium against
historical demand patterns.

Figure 4

Current Greater Downtown Miami Condo Demand
                                                  Current Cycle Projected                            Normalized                                       Cumulative 

                                                         Delivered Units                              Demand (@2,000)                            Pent-Up Demand

2013                                                      0                                               2,000                                           2,000

2014                                                    566                                             2,000                                           3,434

2015                                                  2,218                                           2,000                                           3,216

2016                                                  2,023                                           2,000                                           3,193

2017                                                  3,046                                           2,000                                           2,147

2018                                                  2,452                                           2,000                                           1,695

2019                                                   TBD                                            2,000                                            TBD

2020                                                   TBD                                            2,000                                            TBD

2021                                                   TBD                                            2,000                                            TBD

From this historical perspective, we can normalize “demand” based on historical patterns by “re-starting”
the cycle using an average 2,000 per year demand model. 

By 2013, there was no significant inventory of new units except for the projects (now currently under
construction) which began the reservations and contracts cycle. These projects sold very strongly at
pricing in the $325 - $425/SF range. 
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The Greater Downtown Miami Market 
Condo Delivery and Absorption of Units (2012-2021)



IRR Miami’s research into current pricing and pre-sales indicates that the 2,000 unit per year demand
model conforms to reported sales on the current “under-construction” inventory, and “reservation and

contract” inventory reporting strong selling. 

As the current “under construction” inventory is delivered in 2016-2018, we see pent-up demand at an
inflection point in 2015/16. 

As in the prior cycle, the demand which “closed” an average of 1,500 units per year during peak pricing,
and accelerated to 4,250 units per year at discounted pricing levels. 

Based on the timing gap between “sales” and “construction delivery”, a healthy market will be maintained
by having built-up residual demand over 2,500 units in waiting. 

In early 2014, when 4,500 +/-units were under construction, IRR-Miami concluded the market could support
an additional 1,000-1,500 units in the construction pipeline. As of this writing, we stand at 6,019 units under
construction, with another 2,070 units in the contracting phase. We have reached the point where supply is
meeting normalized demand.

IRR Miami concludes that we are in the middle of the development cycle because current prices are still
rising for projects that have reached critical pre-sale absorption, started construction, and can afford to
hold higher price levels for the remaining inventory (typically less than 10-15% of the total project). 
This allows the developer developer’s to “ring the cash register” in the later construction phase of a
successful project. 

IRR Miami forecasts that the market will see fewer number of projects announced in 2015 as developers
take a wait and see approach in regards to the presale pricing levels and awaiting re-pricing of construction
costs. IRR-Miami forecasts that currency exchange rates with South American and European economies
will have a slowdown effect on pre-sale absorption and the anticipated wave of Asian and domestic luxury
investors will only be able to fill a small portion of the gap left by fewer South American buyers. 
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The Greater Downtown Miami Market 
Condo Delivery and Absorption of Units (2012-2021)



Figure 5
Current Greater Downtown Miami Condominium Projects
Submarket Name/Location # Units Avg Price Avg SF Avg $/SF

A & E Canvas 513 $375,480 894 $420
A & E 1000 Museum 83 $7,005,700 5,389 $1,300
Brickell Brickell Ten 155 $410,550 1,050 $391
Brickell Echo Brickell 180 $1,935,000 1,548 $1,250
Brickell Edge on Brickell 130 $1,076,900 1,958 $550
Brickell Flatiron 549 $861,520 1,210 $712
Brickell 1010 Brickell 387 $648,450 1,179 $550
Brickell Brickell Heights - East 358 $619,850 1,078 $575
Brickell Brickell Heights - West 332 $522,050 985 $530
Brickell Le Parc 128 $518,076 1,066 $486
Brickell SLS Lux 450 $830,949 1,292 $643
Brickell Reach 390 $869,569 1,352 $643
Brickell Rise 383 $842,288 1,420 $593
Brickell Nine at Mary Brickell 369 $589,996 1,219 $484
Brickell SLS Brickell 450 $687,960 1,176 $585
Brickell The Bond 320 $571,012 1,027 $556
Brickell Cassa Brickell 81 $561,800 1,060 $530
CBD Centro 352 $308,617 703 $439
CBD Paramount (World Center) 472 $1,165,450 1,793 $650
CBD Krystal 153 $499,950 1,111 $450
Edgewater Aria on the Bay 647 $720,384 1,344 $536
Edgewater Biscayne Beach 399 $833,952 1,428 $584
Edgewater Paraiso Bay Tower I 360 $782,000 1,360 $575
Edgewater One Paraiso 276 $1,184,400 1,680 $705
Edgewater Paraiso Bayviews 388 $551,200 1,040 $530
Edgewater Bay House 165 $659,020 1,660 $397
Edgewater Icon Bay 300 $651,222 1,287 $506
Edgewater The Crimson 90 $622,935 1,143 $545
Edgewater Ion East Edgewater 330 $565,400 1,100 $514
Edgewater 26 Edgewater 86 $316,910 670 $473
Midtown Hyde Midtown 400 $519,180 1,018 $510
Wynwood 250 Wynwood 11 $653,805 1,503 $435
Total/Average: 9,689 $697,303 1,279 $563
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Current Selling Projects

The following chart
includes a summary 
of 32 projects that
were either actively
sold or are selling
during this cycle. 
We have omitted
recently completed
projects (MyBrickell,
Brickell House and
Millicento) in order to
demonstrate current
market pricing as
opposed to pricing 
in the earlier phase 
of this cycle (sub-
$475/SF). We have 
also excluded ultra-
luxury ($1,200/SF+)
projects from over
market total/average
figures to present a
more consistent
market snapshot. 
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Analysis of Resale (Product Delivered 2001 to Present)

Figure 6 indicates a
continuous increase
in sale price/SF since
2009 with the
greatest % increases
occurring in 2012-
2013. While 2014
data indicated a
price increase of
16% over 2013, it
does represent a
lower % change
than the 27% and
22% increases the
market produced in
2012 and 2013,
respectively.

The lack of available inventory and demand for units within the Downtown Miami market has driven
resale prices from distressed levels (below replacement cost) to current levels of over $430/SF. 

Figure 6

Average $/SF Sale Price Trend – Greater Downtown Miami Resale Market

Noticeably, the total number of transactions declined in 2014, and as predicted, price gains retreated to a
still healthy 16% increase year over year. IRR-Miami predicts further slowdown in appreciation and resale
transaction volume as new projects deliver to market in 2015.
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Current Resale vs. New Product Pricing $/SF

IRR Miami has analyzed the spread in average pricing ($/SF) between resale and new product. The spread
in pricing has remained most consistent between 2Q 2014 and 1Q 2015 with a typical premium between 

30-35% between resale and new product. The CBD, A&E and Midtown submarkets have a limited sample
of proposed projects with the CBD submarket including Centro (no parking) and A&E including 1000
Museum (highest $/SF in all of Downtown Miami). 

The most active submarkets (Brickell, CBD and Edgewater) are realizing a lower annual percentage
increase in new product pricing as compared to the resale product. This indicates that the spread between
resale and new product will likely decrease to 25%-30% premium over the next two quarters, or resale
pricing may retreat.

Figure 7

Current Resale vs. New Product Pricing $/SF
■ Current Resale    ■ New Product Pricing
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IRR Miami developer and broker interviews and analysis of recent sales sheets at projects indicate a
slowing of pre-sale absorption at several projects. This slowing is in comparison to projects that were

actively selling in 2Q 2014 and have since started construction due to reaching the critical level (75% +/-) of
contracted pre-sales with deposits before commencing construction. The previously selling projects were
generally located in prime locations and were meeting the pent-up demand from the low levels of available
new inventory evident in 2010-2012. 

Several recently launched projects in good locations report strong sales activity with a slightly lower
conversion to contracts ratio. The lower conversion percentage is likely indicative of the recent fluctuations
in the currency exchange market. Investors from South American and European markets who reserved
units 6-12 months ago are realizing a significant decrease in buying power due to the increase in the U.S.
Dollar vs. comparable currencies. 

The slowest pre-sale absorption is occurring in secondary locations in projects at lower price points. While
some of these projects appear to be more affordable, they have not gained traction with the foreign
investment community. While these projects report very strong interest from the local buyer due to the
50% deposit structure, local buyers are unable or unwilling to contract on a unit under the 50% deposit
structure. Several projects are exploring and pursuing Fannie Mae approval to assist the local buyer in the
purchasing and financing process. It is unclear how many projects will qualify for this approval and if the
strategy will be as successful for projects that have yet to break ground.  Lenders need to exercise caution
as projects “reach” for sales hurdles, but do so by abandoning the 50% down model.
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Presale Absorption
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Currency Exchange and Purchasing Power

The primary driver for the Downtown Miami Condominium market is foreign investment. At the early
stages of this cycle, South American capital was extremely strong versus the dollar and represented

significant purchasing power for South American buyers using foreign currency to purchase pre-sale units
that were being sold in U.S. Dollars. In addition to the favorable currency exchange rates, South American
buyers are typically hedging against their own economies, which experience significant fluctuations due to
political turbulence. 

Due to the recent advance of the U.S. Dollar vs. most South American and European currencies, the
advantageous buying power of foreign investors has been diminished significantly since 2011 (with the
exception of China). While the Euro has not diminished as much as the South American currencies, its
slide vs. the U.S. Dollar has only recently started and is expected to continue to decrease over the next 
6-12 months. 

The significant slide in currency exchange from 2011-2015 for Brazil (-38%), Argentina (-52%) and
Venezuela (-32%) could have an impact on projects that were heavily weighted to buyers from these
markets as buyers will need to produce proportionally greater funds for the remaining 50% of contracted
sale price to close on the units that were contracted in 2012-2013 and will be delivered in 2015-2017. 

In contrast, the Chinese Yuan has increased in purchasing power vs. the U.S. Dollar. This has the potential
to be a significant market driver in 2015 as the Chinese have been showing increased interest in the Miami
real estate market with a continued push to increase air transportation and business relations between
Chinese investors and South Florida. Brokers report an increased level of interest from Chinese buyers
with several currently selling projects publicly advertising their marketing efforts to Chinese investors. 



Figure 8

U.S. Dollar vs. Foreign Currency Exchange – At USD $1.00
                                                                                                                                                                                 Purchasing              Purchasing

                                                                                                                                                                            Power % Change    Power % Change

Country               Currency                Jan-11            Jan-12            Jan-13            Jan-14            Jan-15        (2014-2015)              (2011-2015)

Brazil                 Real                      0.599            0.513            0.464            0.426            0.373          -12.34%                -37.65%

Argentina         Peso                     0.243            0.220            0.183            0.124            0.117          -5.49%                  -51.9%

Mexico             Peso                     0.081            0.076            0.078            0.075            0.068          -9.95%                   -15.9%

Colombia**     Peso                     0.547            0.560            0.535            0.503            0.420          -16.58%                 -23.3%

Venezuela        Bolivar Fuerte     0.233            0.233            0.165            0.159            0.159          -0.02%                  -31.8%

Canada             Dollar                   1.005            0.982            1.009            0.939            0.847          -9.82%                   -15.8%

Europe              Euro                     1.318            1.290            1.316            1.372            1.188          -13.38%                   -9.9%

China                Yuan                     0.151            0.158            0.159            0.164            0.163          -0.36%                    7.7%

Russia               Rouble                 0.033            0.031            0.033            0.031            0.017         -43.16%                 -46.8%

* Reflects pricing as of January 1st of each year (foreign/$1)
** For graphing purposes, the Colombian Peso is presented on 1/1,000 basis.

Compiled by Integra Realty Resources (IRR) - Miami/Palm Beach 
Source: Oanda ForEx Trading
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Currency Exchange and Purchasing Power
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Submarket Analysis
A detailed chart with project names, number of units, and current pricing 
for each submarket is located within the following pages.

Brickell
The Brickell submarket has now successfully delivered almost 1,000 units in this cycle and currently has

almost 4,000 units under construction. A significant number of the projects currently selling or under
construction within the Brickell submarket were sold during 2013-2014 with only a limited number of
developer units remaining. A greater amount of the future development within Brickell will most likely
occur along the Miami River or in West Brickell due to the continued build-out of the submarket.

Figure 9

Greater Downtown Miami Condominium Projects

Name/Location                                              # Units                         Average Unit Price                  Average SF                 Avg. $/SF

Brickell Ten                                                155                               $410,550                           1,050                       $391

Echo Brickell                                              180                              $1,935,000                         1,548                     $1,250

Edge on Brickell                                        130                              $1,076,900                         1,958                       $550

Flatiron                                                       549                               $861,520                           1,210                       $712

1010 Brickell                                              387                               $648,450                           1,179                       $550

Brickell Heights - East                              358                               $619,850                           1,078                       $575

Brickell Heights - West                             332                               $522,050                             985                        $530

Le Parc                                                       128                               $518,076                           1,066                       $486

SLS Lux                                                     450                               $830,949                           1,292                       $643

Reach                                                         390                               $869,569                           1,352                       $643

Rise                                                             383                               $842,288                           1,420                       $593

Nine at Mary Brickell                               369                               $589,996                           1,219                       $484

SLS Brickell                                               450                               $687,960                           1,176                       $585

The Bond                                                   320                               $571,012                           1,027                       $556

Cassa Brickell                                             81                                $561,800                           1,060                       $530

Total Brickell:                                           4,662                              $756,880                           1,225                       $618

Brickell CityCentre

Brickell
North: Miami River
South: SW 26th Road
East: Biscayne Bay
West: Interstate 95



The CBD continues to be driven by anticipation of the Miami Worldcenter and All Aboard Florida
projects. These two projects will be the future anchors of the CBD with an expected development

timeline of 5-10 years. Miami Worldcenter appears to be moving forward after launching sales for its first
condo project (Paramount). All Aboard Florida expects to break ground in 1Q 2015 on its Miami Central rail
station with future residential development included in subsequent phases. 

Centro remains the only condo project under construction with Krystal expected to start construction in 
2Q 2015. IRR Miami expects to see more residential (rental and condo) projects announced after developers
begin to see real construction progress at the Miami WorldCenter and All Aboard Florida projects.

Figure 10

Greater Downtown Miami Condominium Projects
Name/Location                                           # Units                      Average Unit Price                  Average SF                          Avg. $/SF

Centro                                                      352                             $308,617                             703                                $439

Paramount (World Center)                   472                           $1,165,450                         1,793                               $650

Krystal                                                     153                             $848,250                           1,885                               $450

Total CBD:                                               977                             $807,070                           1,120                               $570
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CBD

Miami Worldcenter

CBD
North: NE 5th and

NE 9th Streets
South: Miami River
East: Biscayne Bay
West: Interstate 95/

NW 1st Avenue
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Arts & Entertainment

The Arts and Entertainment submarket has only experienced the announcement of two (2) condo
projects; 1000 Museum and Canvas. 1000 Museum recently started site work and reports over 50% 

of the units are contracted. This project is an ultra-luxury project designed by Zaha Hadid and is selling at
approximately $1,300/SF. This is the highest pricing level for any project within the Greater Downtown
Miami Market. 

Canvas is selling in the northwest area of the Arts & Entertainment submarket at a price point of $420/SF.
While Canvas is catering to more of the local buyer pool, the demand for 50% deposits does prevent a
significant number of local buyers from being able to contract at even the lowest priced projects. While
local residents can afford the monthly rent or debt service on a unit in this price range, coming up with
50% of the sale price as a deposit is not feasible for most domestic U.S. buyers. 

The submarket also includes several proposed rental projects by Melo Group. The recent acquisition of 
1400 Biscayne by Related Group for Auberge Residences has sparked additional interest along Biscayne
Bouelvard. A significant amount of the land is controlled by Genting (former Miami Herald headquarters
currently being razed) along with several vacant parking lots. Until a more definitive plan is determined for
the Genting site, this submarket is not likely to experience a significant level of new condo development
within this cycle. 

Figure 11

Greater Downtown Miami Condominium Projects
Name/Location                                           # Units                              Avg Price                              Avg SF                              Avg $/SF

Canvas                                                    513                             $375,480                             894                                $420

1000 Museum                                         83                            $7,005,700                         5,389                             $1,300

Total A & E:                                             596                           $1,298,816                         1,520                               $854

Miami Science Museum

Arts & Entertainment
North: NE 17th Street
South: NE 9th Street
East: Biscayne Bay
West: NW 1st Avenue
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Edgewater

The Edgewater submarket has experienced significant condo development in the early part of this cycle
with several more projects expected in the future. The “East Edgewater” area east of Biscayne

Boulevard is the most active development area within the submarket with several projects under
construction and several additional projects and/or phases of current projects planned. 

The waterfront projects in East Edgewater are commanding the highest $/SF and present the strongest
absorption of pre-sale units. There are several projects that are either actively selling or planned along
Biscayne Boulevard. It is uncertain if investors will be attracted to the non-waterfront projects at discounted
pricing. IRR Miami forecasts there will be several additional projects announced within the East Edgewater
submarket with the redevelopment of waterfront sites having the strongest likelihood of success.

Figure 12

Greater Downtown Miami Condominium Projects
Name/Location                                           # Units                              Avg Price                              Avg SF                              Avg $/SF

Aria on the Bay                                      647                             $720,384                           1,344                               $536

Biscayne Beach                                      399                             $833,952                           1,428                               $584

Paraiso Bay Tower I                               360                             $782,000                           1,360                               $575

One Paraiso                                            276                           $1,184,400                         1,680                               $705

Paraiso Bayviews                                  388                             $551,200                           1,040                               $530

Bay House                                              165                             $659,020                           1,660                               $397

Icon Bay                                                  300                             $651,222                           1,287                               $506

The Crimson                                            90                              $622,935                           1,143                               $545

Ion East Edgewater                               330                             $565,400                           1,100                               $514

26 Edgewater                                          86                              $316,910                             670                                $473

Total Edgewater:                                   3,041                           $721,842                           1,309                               $552

Edgewater
North: Interstate 195
South: NE 17th Street
East: Biscayne Bay
West: Railroad Tracks

Edgewater



Midtown Miami (the mixed-use development that includes condos, offices and retail), continues to 
be the primary driver for the submarket. With the recent construction commencing of a 400-unit

rental project on the Midtown 5 site and the launch of sales at Hyde Midtown and additional rental projects
planned for the area, Midtown is experiencing renewed interest from developers. The existing retail,
residential and retail improvements, along with its close proximity to the Design District and Wynwood,
make Midtown a strong candidate for additional future residential development. The availability of a 
large amount of vacant, developable land promotes the likelihood of additional near-term development 
in Midtown.

Figure 13

Greater Downtown Miami Condominium Projects
Name/Location                                           # Units                              Avg Price                              Avg SF                              Avg $/SF

Hyde Midtown                                       400                             $519,180                           1,018                               $510

Total Midtown:                                       400                             $519,180                           1,018                               $510
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Midtown

Midtown
North: Interstate 195
South: NW 29th Street
East: Railroad Tracks
West: Interstate 95



While the Wynwood neighborhood has experienced a significant level of commercial and retail
redevelopment and investment speculation over the past 2-3 years, there has been minimal

residential development within the submarket due to restrictive zoning. There is currently one (1) live-work
project with eleven (11) units under construction. The Wynwood submarket has been experiencing
substantial speculation by developers based on the possibility of redevelopment to a higher density
subsequent to re-zoning in the area. The redevelopment projects that include residential uses will most
likely be boutique and low-to-mid-rise projects with height limitations.

Figure 14

Greater Downtown Miami Condominium Projects
Name/Location                                           # Units                              Avg Price                              Avg SF                              Avg $/SF

250 Wynwood                                         11                              $653,805                           1,503                            $435.00

Total Wynwood:                                      11                              $653,805                           1,503                               $435
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Wynwood

Wynwood
North: NW 29th Street
South: NW 20th Street
East: Railroad Tracks
West: Interstate 95



The Overtown submarket is located in the central western part of the Greater Downtown Miami market
and is bisected by I-395 with I-95 running along its western border. The Overtown submarket has

historically not been an active market for condo development as areas along Biscayne Bay and Brickell
submarkets have been more desired by buyers and investors. The Overtown submarket is bordered by the
proposed All Aboard Florida project, which will have a positive effect on future development opportunities
in the area, including the proposed mixed-use project known as Overtown Gateway. The mixed-use
development Overtown Gateway is proposing to invest nearly $300,000,000 to create 1,100 affordable
rental units, a 125-key hotel and retail/office space. The northern edge of Overtown will likely integrate with
the Wynwood submarket with the southeast area of Overtown benefiting from future development around
All Aboard Florida. 

The district neighborhood remains largely disregarded by the luxury development community. However,
the area’s strength lies in its ability to provide inland (non-waterfront) housing opportunities with excellent
access to transit.
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Overtown



Downtown Miami was the national headline for the housing crash in 2008-2010, the South Florida and
Downtown Miami housing markets have rebounded faster and stronger than almost any other

market in the U.S. The Downtown Miami condo market recovery has been fueled by a number of the
following market drivers. 

Foreign investment has fueled the majority of the current condo resurgence as the buyers and investors
are more comfortable and accepting of the “South American Financing Model.” The currency exchange
rates, inflationary concerns and political unrest in several South American countries have further
promoted the transfer of capital resources to stable assets in the U.S. Miami is the gateway to Latin
America and a favored vacation destination for South Americans, which creates a natural comfort level
for the foreign investors to invest in Downtown Miami condos. Recent currency exchange fluctuations
between South American and European currencies against the U.S. Dollar make the future reliability on
foreign investors uncertain. 

The lack of inventory of available new condos in South Florida has also driven the Downtown Miami
condo market. As investors purchased bulk condo sales and converted the units to rentals, the inventory
of available condos within the Greater Downtown Miami Market decreased consistently. Since 2008, only
1,044 units have been completed and delivered to the market. 

As the previous condo cycle created over 22,000 new condos within the Downtown Miami area, a 24-hour
city was created along with it. This has fostered a more stable critical mass of newer housing units. Even
recognizing the high incidence of these units being rented, the residential uses have helped create an
environment that supports retail and commercial services by virtue of the additional population. Major
developments such as Brickell City Centre (under construction) and Miami Worldcenter (reservations) will
continue to create an urban environment where people of all ages and backgrounds will want to live,
work and play. 
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Continuation of Market Drivers
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Continuation of Market Drivers

IRR Miami’s survey of sales professionals indicates that 1000 Museum has the highest U.S. domestic 
(out-of-state) market share representing over 35% of its current buyers. The U.S. domestic group

continues to increase, especially from the Northeast (New York, Boston, New Jersey & Washington D.C.
are most common) and Chicago, currently comprising an average of 15% of the current buyer pool.
Several projects report west coast buyers from Las Vegas and California as well. As baby boomers search
for retirement or 2nd homes, Miami offers an affordable option relative to housing prices in the above-
mentioned primary cities. The Downtown Miami market can provide a cultural, entertainment and
shopping experience that few other waterfront cities in the Sunshine State can provide.

The Downtown Miami office market has rebounded strongly after the recession, fueling additional
demand from both buyers and renters that prefer to live near their place of work and avoid suburban
South Florida traffic. As office vacancy continues to decrease in both the Brickell and CBD submarkets,
additional employees may consider living in one of the Downtown Miami submarkets. 

However, 2015 marks an inflection point in the historically normalized demand patterns as the current
under construction and selling inventory (8,000+ units) exceeds the 2,000 unit per year norm (4 years at
2,000 per year sold).



While the Downtown Miami market currently provides significant resources of cultural, sports and
shopping, the neighborhood amenities continue to evolve. Highlights include:

•  Cultural – The recent completion of the PAMM (Perez Art Museum Miami) and the anticipated Patricia and
Phillip Frost Museum of Science (Summer 2016), along with the successful Adrianne Arsht Center provide
the cultural anchor of the Arts and Entertainment submarket of Downtown Miami. 

•  Sports – The American Airlines Arena (NBA Heat and concerts) is the current sports and major event
space. The continued interest of David Beckham to build a major league soccer stadium in Downtown
Miami has been well-documented over the past nine months as alternative sites outside of Downtown
Miami have been rejected. The presence of an MLS soccer stadium and team within Downtown Miami
may further enhance the marketability of the area to potential residents, particularly the foreign
buyer/investor with a strong affinity for soccer.

•  Entertainment and Retail/Shopping – The Bayside Marketplace and Shoppes at Midtown Miami currently
provide the most supportive retail options for residents and visitors. The Brickell City Centre and Miami
Worldcenter will provide significant enhancement of upscale shopping, retail, dining and entertainment
options for residents in the future. In addition to these future upscale retail destinations, the Design
District, located immediately north of the Midtown submarket, is under construction with over 200,000 SF
of luxury retail. The upscale and major retailer destinations will insure that Downtown Miami residents will
not have to travel exclusively to Aventura, Bal Harbour Shops or Dadeland for retail purposes. The success
of the Design District will continue to foster additional demand for residential units and commercial space
in Downtown Miami. 

•  Public Transportation – With the announcement of All Aboard Florida, a proposed transportation hub that
will connect Downtown Miami with Orlando and several downtowns in between, the CBD submarket and
Grand Central Miami has an opportunity to create a transit-hub near in Downtown Miami. The ability of
Downtown Miami residents to get to other destinations quickly by using public transportation is an added
benefit as employees of businesses located outside of Downtown Miami may be more likely to live in
Downtown Miami and commute to employers located in external markets. Initial conceptual public
transportation options to Miami Beach could present substantial demand for Downtown Miami housing,
particularly in the Arts and entertainment and CBD neighborhoods. 
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Opportunities for Additional Drivers



•  Education – As the Greater Downtown Miami market grows and more families begin to make this their
home, demand for either a private educational facility or charter school will likely emerge. A recognized
private or charter school created in Downtown Miami could become a major driver for the Greater
Downtown Miami housing market. The recent announcement and groundbreaking of the 90,000 SF
Miami Arts Charter School in Wynwood is an example of this transformation.

•  Critical Mass/Market Distinction – As the above-discussed potential market drivers continue to develop,
the Greater Downtown Miami market will continue to achieve greater critical mass as additional
entertainment, retail and support services grow within the market. In addition, the individual submarkets
within the Miami DDA market are beginning to form differential characteristics from one another as each
submarket caters to different buyer preferences. 
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Opportunities for Additional Drivers



The market drivers of different housing markets vary from each market. Some markets (Coral Gables and
Doral) are driven more by work location and family size, while Miami Beach and Aventura are driven by

entertainment and vacation home buyers. The Downtown Miami market is driven by several factors,
including the close proximity to a significant amount of office space, urban environment and entertainment
options. The high number of sales within the Downtown Miami submarket is reflective of its ever-changing
features and motivations as a high number of sales were from investors who previously purchased
distressed units and decided to realize profits on the units as pricing increased significantly since 2009-2010. 

Figure 15 illustrates the Greater Downtown Miami market as compared to other major condo markets in
Miami-Dade County in terms of average price per square foot. The chart also illustrates the percent change
in pricing year over year on a per square foot basis. As expected due to its oceanfront location and world-
class entertainment destination, Miami Beach indicates significantly greater pricing and appreciation
relating to other comparable submarkets, including all of South Florida. 

The Downtown Miami submarket indicates the highest transaction volume and 2nd highest pricing ($/SF).
Downtown Miami indicates the lowest increase in pricing (% change) between 2013 and 2014; however,
the highest % changes (Aventura & Miami Beach) include submarkets with significant water frontage.

Figure 15

Major Market Comparison – $/SF
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Major Market Comparison

■ 2013    ■ 2014
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City                                                                                                                                                                            % Change           Gross $ Change

Doral                                                                                                                                                         16.6%                      $26

Aventura                                                                                                                                                    41.6%                     $112

Coral Gables                                                                                                                                             18.7%                      $61

Downtown Miami                                                                                                                                    15.9%                      $59

Miami Beach                                                                                                                                            60.8%                     $328
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The Greater Downtown Miami, along with most of South Florida, has been experiencing continued
demand for rental units over the past 4 years. The Downtown Miami market has been able to maintain

an occupancy rate above 95% with strong (6%-10%) annual rental rate increases. A number of the
previously discussed condo units that are currently under construction will be offered for lease within the
Downtown Miami rental market by individual investor/owners. 

The chart below shows historical (2012-2014) leasing activity and pricing levels for the entire Downtown
Miami market. The pricing for condo rentals has increased 5% (2012-13); 6.4% (2013-Q3 2014); and 15% 
(Q3 2014-Q1 2015). The number of leases has decreased over this time, having dropped to a rate between
300 and 350 leases per month from 400-450 reported in 2013. The decrease in rental turn-over is indicative
of a greater number of renters renewing their units due to a lack of alternative rental options within the
Downtown Miami market. This contributes to rental appreciation.

Figure 16

Greater Downtown Miami Condominium Average Condo Leasing Price
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Residential Rental Activity
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The following chart illustrates the average monthly lease price ($) for each submarket. The Arts &
Entertainment district continues to command the highest overall pricing due to a smaller sample with a

greater percentage of luxury units along Biscayne Boulevard with unobstructed views of Biscayne Bay and
Miami Beach. Brickell continues to command a premium over the other submarkets. Midtown is the other
submarket with average monthly rental rates exceeding $3,000 per month.

Figure 17

Greater Downtown Miami Condominium Rental $/Unit by Submarket
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Residential Rental Activity
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The following chart illustrates the average monthly lease price ($/SF) for each submarket. The Arts &
Entertainment district continues to command the highest overall pricing due to a smaller sample with a

greater percentage of luxury units along Biscayne Boulevard with unobstructed views of Biscayne Bay and
Miami Beach. The A&E, Brickell and Midtown submarkets are all achieving over $2.50/SF in rent with
current asking levels exceeding $3.00/SF in A&E and Brickell. 

Figure 18

Greater Downtown Miami Condominium Rental $/SF by Submarket
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Residential Rental Activity
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The following chart presents the current pipeline of conventional rental projects within the Downtown Miami
market. This pipeline has increased by 36% since the publication of the Miami DDA / IRR Miami 2014 annual

report. There are 3,000 +/- units currently under construction with less than 900 units expect to be delivered in
2015. Any substantial relief for Downtown Miami renters will most likely need to come from the condo rental
market as we expect the conventional rental units to be pre-leased and stabilized shortly after completion. 

As construction costs continue to rise, the margins on the rental projects will be reduced significantly,
possibly preventing several proposed projects from breaking ground. 

Figure 19

Greater Downtown Miami Rental Pipeline
Submarket                                           Building                                                           2015 Q1 Status                                                 # Units

Arts & Entertainment                  Melody                                                     Under Construction                                      497

Arts & Entertainment                  17 Edgewater                                          Proposed                                                        240

Arts & Entertainment                  14 Plaza                                                    Proposed                                                        650

Brickell                                           Solitair Brickell                                        Proposed                                                        438

Brickell                                           Panorama                                                Under Construction                                      821

Brickell                                           SoMa                                                       Under Construction                                      418

Brickell                                           Broadstone at Brickell                           Proposed                                                        372

CBD                                                Aria / AQARAT                                        Proposed                                                        105

CBD                                                Monarc at Metropolitan 3                     Under Construction                                      462

CBD                                                Met Square                                             Under Construction                                      392

Edgewater                                    2500 Biscayne                                         Proposed                                                        156

Edgewater                                    1900 Biscayne                                         Proposed                                                        429

Edgewater                                    1836 Biscayne                                         Proposed                                                        352

Midtown                                       Midtown 5                                               Under Construction                                      400

Midtown                                       Midtown 29                                             Proposed                                                        309

Midtown                                       District 36                                                Proposed                                                        195

Wynwood                                     2801 NW 3rd Avenue                            Proposed                                                        264

Wynwood                                     Bazabaz Development                           Proposed                                                        163

                                                                                                                        Total # Units:                                               6,663
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Residential Rental Activity



Land pricing within Greater Downtown Miami continued to achieve record levels during 2014 and into 2015
with the sale of several sites and assemblages over $100,000,000. Several of the acquisitions have included

existing improvements that will help carry the sites until a redevelopment plan is developed; however, the
contributory value of the existing improvements is minimal compared to the value of the redevelopment
potential of the land. 

The Midtown Miami assemblage is listed for sale with reportedly strong interest from both local and foreign
developers. As construction costs continue to rise, the significant land cost basis will make development
more difficult to “pencil-out” unless a development’s end-unit pricing and absorption pace can be increased. 

The Wynwood submarket has not typically achieved land pricing as high as the rest of the Downtown
Miami market due to restrictive zoning for high-rise residential development. However, there have been
several 2014 acquisitions within the Wynwood submarket that are tied to expectations of a future change in
zoning with a future plan to redevelop to a more intense use. This type of increased market pricing for
available sites is representative of the entire Downtown Miami market as developers plan for future
development with more reasonable construction costs in a few years.
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Land Prices Trends



Figure 20

Land/Future Development Sales & Listing Summary
Location                                                  Submarket                   Sale Price               Transaction Date            Planned Use

Epic Marina Site                             CBD                       $125,000,000                  Jul-14                   Residential Condo

444 Brickell                                      Brickell                  $104,000,000                 Dec-13                  Mixed-Use

SW 3rd Avenue                              Brickell                   $97,500,000                   Jul-14                   Mixed-Use

Chetrit Miami River Site                Brickell                   $85,048,000                   Jul-14                   Special Area Plan (Mixed Use)

300 Biscayne Boulevard                CBD                        $80,000,000                  Dec-14                  Mixed-Use

Capital at Brickell                            Brickell                   $74,740,000                  Dec-14                  Mixed-Use

NWC NE 2nd Ave & 17th St.         Edgewater             $64,000,000                  Jan-15                  Mixed-Use

1400 Biscayne                                 A & E                      $57,300,000                  Oct-14                  Mixed-Use

1151 NW 1st Avenue                     A & E                      $53,700,000                  Jun-14                  Mixed-Use

700 NE 26th Terrace                       Edgewater             $41,187,000                  Feb-14                  Residential Condo

30 SE 8th Street                              CBD                        $28,500,000                 May-14                 Residential Condo

200 SE 2nd Street                           CBD                        $23,100,000                  Mar-14                  Apartment/Mixed-Use

3000 Biscayne Boulevard             Edgewater             $19,200,000                  Oct-14                  Mixed-Use

3201 NE 1st Avenue                       Midtown                $14,000,000                  Oct-14                  Mixed-Use

Midtown Miami*                            Midtown               $200,000,000                   TBD                    Mixed-Use

* Listing with reported expected bid pricing range                                                           
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Land Prices Trends
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Conclusions

IRR-Miami’s Report Card on the Greater Miami Downtown Residential Market is presented as guidance on
where we are going:

Greater Downtown Miami Residential Report Card
                        Subject Grade      Grade           Comments
                                      2014        2015

        New Demand/ A+           A             Early signs of new demand are slowing but pricing remains healthy
                     Pricing

     Resale Demand/ A-           A-             16% Resale price growth is not as good as 22% from 2012-2013,
                     Pricing                              but still double digit growth

      Rental Demand A-            A             Rental appreciation continues its strength as downtown employment
                                                               base continue to grow

      Local Economic B+           A             Stong tourism, core banking, legal and construction are all driving
               Conditions                              positive local economic conditions

                 Inventory B            B-             Figure 4 shows a spike in deliveries eclipsing 2,000 units
                      Spikes                              projected in 2017

           International B            C             Figure 8 shows currency devaluation favors caution
                   Stability                              

           Construction B-           C-             Construction pricing is busting budgets beyond feasibility
                        Costs                              

 Domestic Housing
B-            B

             Volume is down, but pricing is up in almost all Miami-Dade submarkets.
                  B Market                              New construction and infill construction are evident and healthy.
                                                               Affordability remains the key constant

                   Lifestyle C+          C+            Promise of lifestyle improvements remain on the horizon,
                Amenities                              but no dramatic change has been realized year over year

            Affordability C            C-             Double digit rental and resale price growth contributes to 
                                                               a decline in affordability

            Land Pricing C-            D             Speculation abounds; Given current trends, land pricing has
                                                               likely reached its peak for this cycle

         Wage Growth D           C+            With unemployment down and the construction sector up,
                                                               wage growth is evident



Proposed

The proposed phase
is the initial phase of
the development
process; a conceptual
plan for a new
building or project 
is initiated by a
developer or
property owner. 
The developer may
release a press
release or a news
story with an initial
rendering to gauge
the interest in the
project, but the
project size may
change over time to
conform to market
demand and/or as
site due diligence
constrains the
process.

Reservations

The reservations
phase is the second
phase of the
development
process; the
developer and
architectural/design
team produce
additional
renderings and floor
plans; the sales
centers are opened
and the finishes,
amenities, and
features of the
project are
disclosed. The
developer files with
the State of Florida
to be able to take
reservations and
deposits for units
during this stage.
This begins the pre-
sale phase during
which reservations
are taken.

Contracts

The contracts phase
is when the initial
proposition and
reservation of a
completely
undefined
development idea
meets the actual
contracting for sale
upon the receipt of
further deposits. 
The architectural
and construction
drawings are
completed; the
developer obtains
government
permitting and
approvals. The final
unit floor plans are
defined as the
reservations are
converted to sales
contracts with
additional buyer
deposits upon filing
of the Master
Declaration of
Condominium.
Changes to these
documents are
costly, and therefore
the development
plan tends to be
more static
following this phase. 

The Contracts stage
is typically the
make-or-break stage
of development as
the project was
either well-received
by buyers, investors,
and lenders, or it
was not. If the
developer has as a
sufficient number of
sale contracts, buyer
deposits, and a
commitment for
financing, the
project’s
construction will
most likely
commence. If the
project was not well-
received, either by a
lack of pre-sales, or
insufficient equity
from initial investors
or debt financing, a
project may be
scrapped, shelved,
or significantly
altered in another
future attempt
(either later in the
cycle or in the next
one). Projects which
fail the Contracts
stage may move all
the way back to
Proposed during 
this process.

Under
Construction

The site
improvements and
vertical construction
have commenced.
At this stage of
development, the
project has secured
sufficient pre-sales
with significant
deposits and most
likely a financing
commitment. These
projects will enter
the market under a
reasonably definitive
timeline of 24-48
months, depending
upon the scale of the
project and
surrounding
infrastructure
requirements.

Completed

This is the final
stage of the
development
process; as the
construction of the
units is completed,
CO’s (Certificates of
Occupancy) are
issued, and the
closing of the unit
sales are finalized.
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The information provided herein is for informational purposes. This publication does not render legal,
accounting, appraisal, counseling, investment, or other professional advice. Should such services or other
expert assistance be needed, it is recommended that the services of a competent person or firm, having
access to the details of the situation, be employed.
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About Integra Realty Resources

With corporate headquarters in New York City, Integra Realty Resources (IRR) is the largest
independent commercial real estate market research, valuation, and consulting firm in
North America, with 66 offices and more than 200 MAI-designated members of the
Appraisal Institute who are among its more than 900 employees located throughout the
United States and the Caribbean. Founded in 1999, the firm specializes in real estate
appraisals, feasibility and market studies, expert testimony, and related property
consulting services. Many of the nation’s largest and most prestigious financial institutions,
developers, corporations, law firms, and government agencies are among its clients. For
more information, visit www.irr.com or blog.irr.com.


